Lord of Shadows
Chapters 8-13
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4 The binding spell was put on Mark and Cristina by using this object
6 Julian was this age when he had to take over the care of his family
11 Ty says the Institute feels like it is full of these
14 Zara wants to go to this place to round up downworlders
16 These words are etched into the table Zara was using in secret
17 The Dearborns hid here during the Dark War
20 Chapter 12 title
23 Nene brought the potion for this person, but gave it to Kieran
26 Diana called this warlock to get help making a portal
29 Kit held his first ____ when the sea demons came to the institute
33 Emma’s answer to the UnSeelie King’s riddle
34 Chapter 8 title
36 This person had their first kiss with Kit
38 Name of the Seelie Faerie who helped them escape the UnSeelie King
39 Emma and Julian take over this faerie’s chamber
40 Kieran thinks that he hears the sound of ______
42 Drinking faerie wine is how you end up with a tattoo that says ‘I love
______’
47 ‘Herondales don’t do perfunctory ______’
48 Faerie land is also called ‘The Place beneath the ____’
49 Arthur thought that Kit was this Herondale
52 Julian demands a trial by this in order to try and free Kieran
53 The diseased land in Faerie reminded Emma of this
55 Magnus and Alec head up the Shadowhunter-Downworld ________
57 Malcolm still wants ______ blood
58 ‘Your _____ boy will never be found now’
59 Emma fought a faerie knight that had the face of her ________
62 Julian was baptized in ______ and ______
66 Julian gave his father’s ______ to the faerie in order to enter Faerie
67 The only difference between the Seelie and UnSeelie is that the Unseelie do ____
in the open, and the Seelie hide it
68 Emma smells of this to Julian
69 Mark’s answer to the UnSeelie King’s riddle
70 Bars of a ______ was Julian’s answer to the UnSeelie King’s riddle
71 Mark only knows how to navigate Faerie by these
72 The UnSeelie King has no use for these
74 Cristina’s answer to the UnSeelie King’s riddle
76 Cristina and Mark find this in the Faerie woods

1 On Seelie land _____ and witchlights work
2 Adaon calls Julian this
3 Emma’s stele, given to her by Jace, was special because of this in the handle
5 Mark and Helen’s mother is Lady ______
7 Says Emma is a boy-crazy slut
8 Julian and Emma became parabatai when they were this age
9 Livvy offers to draw this rune on Kit
10 The first Centurion to die
12 Chapter 10 title
13 Chapter 11 title
15 Helen’s faerie name
18 Julian came of age during the _____
19 Chapter 13 title
21 Chapter 9 title
22 Ty uses this to track Zara
23 Zara was meeting with this person in secret
24 Zara and Manuel have this nickname for Diego: _______ Diego
25 Was dead, now not so much
26 Livvy said Kit should have been rejected from the yearly hot Shadowhunter
_______
27 Now that Mark is back from Faerie, Julian is _____ than Mark
28 Malcolm used to give this to Kit when visiting the Shadow Market
30 Arthur was wearing this while fighting the sea demons
31 Cristina gave a jeweled ____ to the faerie to enter Faerie
32 Julian tells the UnSeelie King that the _____ sent him
35 Awakens Julian from sleep to show him something
37 Kit had always thought of his father like this movie character
41 This of Mark’s had been broken when he was taken to Faerie the first time
43 Arthur grew up near this city
44 Kieran was wearing this when he was rescued from the Faerie Court
45 Ty picked this up, Kit says it is a waste of one to throw it at Zara
46 Nene is Nerissa’s ______
50 This type of faerie is at the end of the road that leads to Faerie
51 Kit had a nightmare about these kind of demons
54 Emma brought this food to Faerie
56 Julian takes this person hostage while fleeing the Court
57 The stream in Faerie carries this instead of water
60 Nene is the ______ of the Seelie Court
61 UnSeelie lands lie in the shadow of these mountains
63 Cristina draws this rune on Emma but it doesn’t work
64 Emma calls Kieran ______ face
65 Too much sound and light feels like broken _____ to Ty
73 The UnSeelie King calls Julian this
75 To get to Faerie they must past through the Gate of ____

